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i've never seen a bios dump for phoenixtool 2 that could be used on boards with me firmware, but i
have seen them for phoenixtool 1, and i've tried it. i've heard that it works on some of the boards,
like the asus a6km, but it doesnt work for the dell. i'll try it on the board with the a6km again and

see if i can confirm it works on some of the boards. try it, i have it still, but if it dosen't work, maybe
you need to switch it to ch341a/b and use a different programmerif you use the phoenixtool, you will

get a better flash. you need to flash both chips to make it work. phoenixtool does not know which
chip to use as default well i read a lot of info, but it seems, that i don't have to start from scratch,

just need to fix that dump which has that error. right now i have a different bin than you, and i have
that dump with that error (you sent me some wrong one, or i have my bin corrupted somehow, or i
did not do it properly, or so on). so i can reprogram that bin using my phoenixtool (which is v2.11)
and then i'll fix the dump, and then try to flash that bin to the board that doesn't work. i don't want
to brick it. so i'm going to start from scratch, but i'm doing all this from windows. this is a windows

laptop, no linux available here! i'm going to reprogram it using phoenixtool, but i need help for this. i
don't want to start over again, there's already something on that board i don't want to lose! so i need

to save all my work and maybe i'll try to find out what's wrong with the dump. now for another
update, i am going to fix this intel me fw (me fw are most of the time corrupt)can you please attach
the me fw file you think is ok for download, or does that one have corrupt me fw? if you want to give
your opinion on what part of the me fw might be corrupt, like i did, please give me the hex value of
the incorrect me fw (i.e. your found corrupted part of me fw), so i can look up that hex value to look

up what the part you think is corrupt is, and then i can fix it.and can you attach the full fpt dump, so i
can see the full dump, so i can see the entire region you found corrupted, and which is what you

think is the corrupted part (if you want to tell me what you think is wrong, only need one line of hex
data, no file attachment needed).one thing i am aware of is intel me fw not working with

phoenixtools at all, so if your intel me fw is corrupt and you dont see that in the me fw name, then
you will need to use uefitool to extract the me fw from the full fpt dump and attach it to this post.as
for me fw name, some manufacturers will use 3 digit number, then some will use 4 digit number, so
just look for the same thing, and if you dont see it, then try the next one (because sometimes 2 me
fw have same name, but are different fw).i can update all the me fw in the archive. i do not know

how to upload fw to this post, but i can edit the archive to do that, if you tell me where the fw is.i can
also do the same thing for the fw2 file, if you want to update that too, so you dont have to download

it again.so if you can send me the me fw, i can look up the hex value in the intel me fw database,
and see if there are any me fw updates that are out there, for you to try and install.
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